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It is with pleasure that I provide a written memorialization of my remarks at the SMU Dedman School of Law 2016 Food Law Forum for the SMU Science & Technology Law Review. At the Food Law Forum, our panel focused on various aspects of food labeling and regulation, with a special emphasis on the labels “natural” and “GMO.” Specifically, my presentation addressed the need for changes to the regulation of genetically modified organisms (GMO) and the disconnect between consumer associations with various food labels and the scientific consensus. While this written record is lightly footnoted, it draws on decades of research by scientists and other scholars on genetically modified organisms and their calls for regulatory rules to match the scientific evidence. An additional caveat is that my remarks center on food from crops only (not animals).

Perhaps one of the most surprising points to general audiences is that our entire food supply is genetically modified—either through conventional methods or the more precise genetic engineering techniques. Put differently, we are not eating wild-type varieties; rather, we are eating domesticated crops. Conventional breeders employ a variety of techniques to obtain desired traits such as hybridization, UV radiation, and chemical mutagenesis. Through seed selection and commercial breeding practices, these techniques create food that is safe, contain desired traits, and include potentially hundreds to thousands of unknown and uncharacterized mutations. Let me be clear that the food in the commercial marketplace that is created through conventional breeding, while often produced through imprecise methods, is quite safe. Genetic engineering techniques can be used to obtain desired traits
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in a much more precise way than conventional methods. Often, genetic engineering techniques are particularly critical to obtain a desired trait in a well-known and highly selected genetic background. Decades of research has shown that commercial crops produced by genetic engineering techniques are as safe as their conventional counterparts. This is so for a variety of reasons, including, but not limited to the precise nature of the techniques employed, the elastic genetic changes frequently occurring in plant genomes (meaning that one small change is not likely to lead to mass destabilization), and the highly selective commercialization process.

Prior to market entry, foods produced from genetic engineering techniques are tightly regulated through a Coordinated Framework that includes the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). At the time the Coordinated Framework was instituted, a variety of concerns were expressed, including the potential for genetic engineering techniques to cause mass genome destabilization, expression of endogenous toxins at an unacceptable level, or other unknown deleterious consequences. While conventional food is technically subject to the same level of scrutiny as food produced through bioengineering, the reality is that it takes a genetically engineered product about thirteen years and $136 million to move through the regulatory process, while conventional foods move to the marketplace without any pre-market regulatory review. A number of scientists and their allies have called for regulatory change to align the regulatory process with the scientific evidence and to allow the public to enjoy the benefits of food produced through genetic engineering technology.

The regulation of genetically engineered food is highly complicated and cannot be fully explained or digested in my remarks, so the above is a simplified overview. But, with the above in mind, I will now turn to the labeling of genetically engineered food, colloquially known as “GMOs,” which has been used as a proxy, and candidly a red herring, for the public’s concerns about GMOs in the marketplace.
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Dozens of states have considered or enacted laws requiring that foods produced through genetic engineering techniques be labeled as GMO. In July 2016, the federal government enacted the National Bioengineered Food Disclosure Standard (the subject of Professor Nathan Cortez’s presentation at this conference), which pre-empts all state action and directs the USDA to promulgate rules regarding labeling of food created through genetic engineering. The stated purpose of some state labeling laws and the expressions of consumer advocacy groups calling for the labeling of genetically engineered food is so consumers know what is in their food, with a special emphasis on the health, safety, and environmental friendliness of the product. The problem with labeling food as “GMO” or “non-GMO” is that it does not really inform the consumer about the safety, health, or environmental friendliness of the food. The scientific consensus is that genetically engineered food is as safe, healthy, and environmentally friendly as other types of food. Or, at least, whether something is genetically engineered or not does not actually provide that information to consumers.

To understand whether consumers make associations of health, safety, and environmental friendliness with various labels, my colleague and I conducted a food labeling survey study. The details of the methods and results are published in the Journal of Law, Medicine & Ethics, so the below is simply an overview of our findings. Via survey, we asked subjects to rank how healthy, safe, or environmentally-friendly specific food types were with the following labels: organic, natural, non/low-fat, non-GMO, and GMO. Our results showed that the labels really mattered to the subjects. Respondents found all labels to be associated with healthier, safer, and more environmentally-friendly food compared to the GMO label. This finding was so even with the label “natural,” which has no regulatory definition (and was the
subject of Professor Diana Winters’ thoughtful presentation). In other words, subjects associated food labeled as GMO to be less healthy, safe, and environmentally-friendly compared to other labels—an association not shared by experts.

In this study, we also tested whether different food products might impact responses. We included a multi-ingredient product (cereal), fruit (apple), and non-protein containing food (sugar). The reason for this decision is because if consumers are concerned about allergens or toxins in their food as a result of genetic engineering, then something like raw sugar—which has no protein—should not raise these concerns. We also tested fruit based on some evidence that organic produce is less safe than conventional produce, due to farming practices when handling manure fertilizer. In our survey, respondents did not differentiate by food product. Instead, it was the label that really mattered to them.

So, what does this mean? Some implications from our study suggest that respondents have a disconnect with the scientific consensus. Also, interestingly, respondents have associations with the label “natural” even though the label “natural” really does not mean anything. Our results also suggest that these labeling laws are not telling consumers the information that they say they want to know. Our results could be used to help draft labeling laws
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that provide accurate information to consumers.\textsuperscript{27} In other words, if consumers want to know what they are eating, then labeling laws should respond to that in a way that provides information for accurate associations.

Our article on the labeling survey, along with another forthcoming article of my own, discuss additional reasons for our results—specifically, processes in decision-making that might be at work.\textsuperscript{28} Work done by us and others suggest that consumers are inappropriately assigning risk to foods produced by genetic engineering techniques. Important research in decision-making, including the theories of affect and ambiguity, may be contributing to consumer associations of high risk (and low benefit) to genetically engineered food.\textsuperscript{29}

Future directions should follow a number pathways. A robust scientific discussion should continue to address the contours of the application of genetically engineered food—e.g., safety, health, sustainability, innovation, and other related aspects. This is an on-going area of robust scientific research. The public policy discussion needs to change course and provide information to consumers in a way that assuages consumer concerns, provides accurate information, and allows consumers to appropriately assign risk. Consumer decision-making is a complicated process and there are likely multiple theories/justifications/reasons that are contributing all at the same time. Two theories that have been underutilized in policy implementation are affect and ambiguity. Affect refers to the “faint whisper of emotion” to guide decision-making.\textsuperscript{30} Work by Paul Slovic and colleagues addresses how a person feels about something will impact their assignment of risk and benefit. Ambiguity refers to “a quality depending on the amount, type, reliability and ‘unanimity’ of information, and giving rise to one’s degree of ‘confidence’ in an estimate of relative likelihoods.”\textsuperscript{31} Work by Daniel Ellsberg and others suggests that when consumers are presented with ambiguous information, they may have trouble discerning which information is correct, which subsequently leads to an inappropriate assignment of risk to the particular subject matter.\textsuperscript{32} Future research that aims to understand the role of affect and ambiguity in consumer decision-making towards genetically engineered food, as
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well as other areas of controversial biotechnology, should provide great social value.33
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